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Abstract11

Proof-of-Work is an algorithmic tool aimed at securing networks by enforcing participating12

devices to perform computational work. A major deterrent to widespread use of proof-of-work is13

its continual need for solving computational puzzles, even when the network is not under attack.14

In the present work, we address this issue by designing an algorithm with the following15

properties. First, we guarantee that a majority of devices in the network is correct at any time16

i.e., the network is always secure. Second, we optimize the computational cost to the correct17

devices. This cost is a linear function of the number of devices that ever join the network plus18

the computational cost of an attacker, if any.19

Our results hold in a dynamic, decentralized system where participants join and depart over20

time, and where the total computational power of the attacker is up to a constant fraction of the21

total computational power of correct devices.22
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1 Introduction30

Twenty-five years after its introduction by Dwork and Naor [10], proof-of-work (PoW)31

is enjoying a research renaissance. Originally, PoW was conceived of as a technique for32

preventing malicious users from acquiring more than their “fair share” of a system resource33

such as bandwidth or a server’s computational power. In recent years, PoW provides a critical34

primitive for cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin [27], along with other blockchain technologies35

such as Ethereum [13], BlockStack [2], and Chain Incorporated [21, 30].36
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Yet, despite success with Bitcoin and its analogs, PoW has not fulfilled its promise of37

mitigating a wider range of malicious behaviors such as application-layer distributed denial-38

of-service (DDoS) and Sybil attacks [8]. These attacks are well-known and enduring security39

problems for which PoW seems well-suited, and yet proposals [31, 34, 22, 16, 6, 35, 26, 4, 24]40

built around PoW have seen only limited deployment.41

A Barrier to Widespread Use. A major impediment to the widespread use of PoW is42

“the work”. Current PoW schemes require a significant expenditure of resources to secure a43

system, even when the system is not under attack.44

Cryptocurrency systems have cleverly provided monetary incentives for performing the45

computational work necessary to ensure PoW-based security. They have been successful,46

both in terms of practical impact [12, 9, 7, 25, 20], and research impact [14, 33, 3, 27, 15].47

However, the perpetual resource burning inherent to systems like Bitcoin is undesirable for48

several reasons. First, energy consumption: in 2015, the Economist calculated that Bitcoin49

consumes at least 1.46 terawatt-hours of electricity per year, or enough to power 135, 00050

homes [11]. This has significant environmental and economic impact that will increase as51

technologies like Bitcoin become more widely used. Second, scalability: high energy consump-52

tion prevents using current PoW approaches on the many other large open systems that also53

require security. Third, feasibility: in networks of battery-powered devices – for example, in54

many ad-hoc wireless settings – energy must be used sparingly, so current PoW systems are55

simply infeasible. Finally, security: when the mechanism that provides security is expensive,56

agents will likely selfishly seek to reduce costs and thereby compromise security.57

58

Given these problems, we seek to reduce these costs by focusing on the following question:59

Can we design PoW systems where the resource costs are low in the absence of60

attack, and grow commensurately with the effort expended by an attacker?61

62

In this paper, we describe an algorithm that answers this question in the affirmative (refer63

[19] for the full version). We present our result in the context of the Sybil attack; however,64

it applies more generally to safeguarding a distributed system from any attack where an65

adversary seeks to obtain significantly more than its fair share of network resources. We66

formalize this guarantee in Theorem 1 of Section 1.2.67

1.1 Our Model68

Given space constraints, we summarize the key aspects of our model; a more in-depth69

discussion is provided in our full version [19].70

Our system consists of virtual identifiers (IDs), and an attacker (or adversary). Each71

ID is either good or bad. Each good ID follows our algorithm, and all bad IDs are controlled72

by a single adversary. We assume that all IDs know a hash function h that maps bit73

strings to real numbers in [0, 1). We make the standard random oracle assumption about74

h [1, 5, 23, 27]. Let µ denote the number of hash function queries that a good ID can make75

per unit time. Hence, we measure the computational power of a good ID in terms of µ.76

Adversary. We assume that the adversary controls up to an α fraction of the computational77

resources in the network, for α a constant that is a parameter of our algorithms. Our78

algorithms employ public key cryptography, and we make the usual cryptographic assumptions79

needed for this; however we do not assume a public key infrastructure (PKI). The adversary80

knows our algorithm, but does not know the private random bits of any good ID.81
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Communication. All communication among good IDs occurs through a broadcast primitive,82

denoted by Diffuse, which allows a good ID to send a value to all other good IDs within a83

known and bounded amount of time, despite the presence of an adversary. Time is discretized84

into rounds. As a standard assumption, all IDs are assumed to be synchronized, but our85

algorithms can tolerate a small amount of skew. For simplicity, we initially assume that the86

time to diffuse a message is small in comparison to the time to solve computational puzzles.87

We pessimistically assume that the adversary can send messages to any ID at will, and that88

it can read the messages diffused by good IDs before sending its own.89

Joins and Departures. The system is dynamic with IDs joining and departing over time90

(i.e., churn), subject to the constraint that at most a constant fraction of the good IDs91

can join or depart in any round. Maintaining performance guarantees amidst churn is often92

challenging in decentralized systems. We pessimistically assume that all join and departure93

events are scheduled in a worst-case fashion by the adversary.94

1.2 Main Result95

We measure computational cost as the effort required to solve computational puzzles (see96

[19] for details), and we measure bandwidth cost as the number of calls to Diffuse. Let97

TC and TB denote the total computational and total bandwidth costs, respectively, incurred98

by the adversary. Let gnew denote the number of good IDs that have joined the system. The99

lifetime of the system is the time until at least O(nγ0 ) for some fixed γ ≥ 1, i.e., polynomially100

in n0 join or leave events.101

I Theorem 1. Assume that the adversary holds at most an α = 1/6-fraction of the total102

computational power of the network. Then, w.h.p. our algorithm (CCom in Section 2)103

ensures the following properties hold over the lifetime of the system:104

1. The fraction of bad IDs in the system is always less than 1/2.105

2. The cumulative computational cost to the good IDs is O (TC + gnew).106

3. The cumulative bandwidth cost to the good IDs is Õ (TB + gnew).107

Note that the computational and bandwidth costs incurred by the good IDs grow slowly108

with the cost incurred by the adversary. Recalling our discussion at the beginning of this109

section, this is precisely the type of result we sought. When there is no attack on the system,110

the costs are low and solely a function of the number of good IDs; there is no excessive111

overhead. But as the adversary spends more to attack, the costs required to keep the system112

secure grow commensurately with the adversary’s costs.113

A variant of our algorithm can maintain a small committee that is known to all IDs,114

which enables scalable Byzantine agreement. This committee contains (1) a logarithmic115

number of IDs; and (2) less than a 1/2 fraction of bad IDs.116

Given space constraints, the details and analysis for our results are omitted here, but117

they can be found in [19, 18], along with a discussion of prior related work.118

2 Our Algorithm119

For simplicity, here we describe only a centralized algorithm; see [19] for the decentralized120

algorithm. We assume a server which can communicate directly with each ID in the system.121

SCNDS 2018
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Algorithm 1: Commensurate Computation (CCom)
Input. The following sets are defined:
Sold ← set of IDs present at beginning of current epoch
St ← set of IDs present at time t

Execute the following steps for the lifetime of the system:
1. Upon joining, each ID v solves an entrance puzzle and sends the solution sv to the

server which adds v to St upon confirming the validity of sv.
2. For any round t, if |(St ∪ Sold)− (St ∩ Sold)| ≥ |Sold|/3, then the server:
◦ Broadcasts a random string r to be used in the purge puzzle
◦ Sold ← Set of IDs that returned valid solution
◦ St ← Sold

2.1 Algorithm Overview122

The centralized version of our algorithm Commensurate Computation (CCom) is given in123

Algorithm 1. Each ID that wishes to join the system and receive service must solve an124

entrance puzzle (Step 1), which is a computational puzzle that has 1 unit of computational125

cost and allows a node to enter the system. The only purpose of this puzzle is to force a126

computational cost on the adversary, even if this cost was incurred in the distant past.127

The server tracks the membership in the system using the set St. Whenever an ID128

registers with the server, St is updated. Similarly, when a good ID informs the server that it129

is departing, St is also updated. However, bad IDs may not provide such a notification and,130

therefore, St is not necessarily accurate at all times.131

At the start, the server knows the existing membership denoted by Sold; assume |Sold| =132

n0 initially. At some point, |(St ∪Sold)− (St ∩Sold)| ≥ |Sold|/3. When this occurs, it triggers133

the execution of Step 2 whereby all IDs are issued a purge puzzle of unit computational134

cost, and each ID must respond with a valid solution within 1 round; this is referred to as a135

purge. The server issues a purge by broadcasting a random seed, r, to all IDs; the value of136

r, and a node’s public ID, must be incorporated into the solution to a purge puzzle.137

Those IDs that fail to submit valid purge puzzle solutions during Step 2 are de-registered138

and permanently blacklisted — that is, they are removed from the system. Over the lifetime139

of the system, the execution of CCom is conceptually broken into sets of consecutive rounds140

called epochs, which are delineated by the test in step 2. The process outlined above is141

repeated where now the server knows the existing membership exactly, Sold, at the beginning142

of each epoch (thus, St is set to equal Sold at this point in the algorithm).143

Initialization. Prior to the first epoch, the server issues purge puzzles to all IDs, and sets144

variables by running the steps under Step 2 of Algorithm 1. Thus, initially Sold contains less145

than a 1/3 fraction of bad IDs.146

3 Empirical results147

We simulate CCom to evaluate its performance against a well-known PoW scheme named148

SybilControl [24]. Details on the experimental setup are given in our full version [19].149

To provide a fair comparison, we assume that the computational cost for solving a single150

PoW is 1 for both algorithms. Since both algorithms require that a new ID solve a puzzle to151

join the system, we refrain from measuring this computational cost. We let the fraction of152
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Figure 1 SybilControl and CCom during attack (left and middle) and without attack (right).

computational power of the adversary be the same for both algorithms.153

The left and center subfigures of Figure 1 are generated using a real-world dataset for154

the Bitcoin Network [28, 29], where we simulate the following adversarial attack. Every 5155

seconds, the adversary adds n
3 bad IDs to the network from time t

3 to 2t
3 , where n is the156

total number of IDs at the time and t = 60, 4970 seconds (7 days) is the total execution time.157

In the left subfigure, the green region represents the computational cost of the good158

IDs in SybilControl and CCom, the yellow region represents the cost of good IDs in159

SybilControl and the red region the cost of the adversary. Note that CCom incurs cost160

only at the start and end of each epoch. In contrast, SybilControl incurs a perpetual cost.161

The center subfigure depicts the cumulative cost to the good IDs for SybilControl,162

CCom, and the adversary, and we make two observations. First, the cost of CCom is less163

than that of SybilControl. Second, CCom’s cost is indeed a function of the cost paid by164

the adversary; in contrast, without a resource-competitive guarantee, SybilControl’s cost165

grows at a significantly faster rate (note the logarithmic y-axis).166

How is performance in the absence of an attack? The right subfigure summarizes the167

performance of the two algorithms on three different peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, namely168

BitTorrent, Skype, and Bitcoin [32, 17, 28, 29] when there is no adversary. We observe that169

CCom outperforms SybilControl in all four cases in terms of computational costs of the170

network. CCom outperforms SybilControl by 34.5% in BitTorrent Debian, by 45.6% in171

BitTorrent FlatOut, by 99.9% in Skype Supernodes and 83.9% in Bitcoin (again, note the172

logarithmic y-axis).173

4 Conclusion and Future Work174

We have described an algorithm to efficiently use PoW to reduce the fraction of bad IDs175

in open systems. Unlike previous work, our algorithm requires the good nodes to expend176

computational resources that grow only linearly with the computational resources expended177

by the adversary.178

An interesting open problem is whether we can adapt our technique to secure multi-179

party computation (MPC) which involves designing an algorithm to compute the value180

of an n-ary function, f , over private inputs from n nodes x1, x2, ..., xn, such that the nodes181

learn the value of f(x1, x2, ..., xn), but learn nothing more about the inputs than what can182

be inferred from this output of f . The problem is generally complicated by the assumption183

that an adversary controls a hidden subset of the nodes. We believe that our algorithms184

could be used to solve a dynamic version of secure MPC, while ensuring that the resource185

costs to the good nodes is commensurate with the resource costs to an adversary.186

SCNDS 2018
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